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Ø Canada emitted 722 MT CO2 eq. GHG emissions in 2015 [1]

Ø Transportation sector represented of Canadian GHG emissions, 

because it relies exclusively on fossil 25% fuel energy [2]

Ø Doing nothing to reduce our GHG emissions could result in a cost of

$72 trillion between now and mid-century [3]

How could Canada build greener, more 
sustainable and more resilient infrastructures ?

What if your highway is providing the energy you use to move?
What if your highway is congestion free, secure, and alert?

What if your highway is emission free?  

What if your highway is a SmartWay?
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Moving Information

C. On-road LED signals [3]- Provide real-time lane marking

E. Real-time optimization of 
vehicle flows - Such as lane shifting, speed 

control)

The SmartWay

C. Lane marker traffic 
sign

E. Vehicle-To-
Infrastructure 
(V2I)Moving sustainable energy

A. On-road solar panels [1]- Coupled with microprocessors and 
recycled glass protection layer- Modular panels which ease road 
maintenance

D. Fast-charging stations [2]- Install along the highway to foster 
electric vehicle use and penetration- Ensure optimized gauge to reduce 
range anxiety of electric vehicles

D. Fast-charging 
stations

Moving people and goods
B. On-road de-icing [1]- On-road heating elements to prevent ice and 

snow accumulation- Uniform and simultaneous current 
distribution along the corridor to eliminate 
use of salts

B. On-road de-icing

A. On-road Solar Panels



Potentials of the Corridor

- Energy Generation

- Emission Reduction Potential 

§ Highway 401 (as part of the Quebec – Windsor Corridor) is selected as the pilot project location.
§ It aims to demonstrate the energy generation and the GHG reduction potentials and prepare for a wide-

scale implementation.

Why the Quebec – Windsor 
Corridor?

- As one of the world's busiest 
highways, the successful 
implementation of this project can 
make Canada the world leader 
of:

Case study: The Quebec – Windsor Corridor

About the Corridor

- 818 km of highway (6 lanes) with 
around 20 billion vehicle-kilometer-
traveled (VKT) per year [1];

Solar energy generation

Vehicle electrification

Smart corridor implementation

Autonomous vehicle revolution

- On-road Solar Panels could 
produce 1,825 GWh per year 
of renewable electricity

- Reduce 5 million tons GHG 
emissions per year

600 MWh generated per lane 
per mile [2]

Conventional vehicles emit 256 
g/VKT GHG on road [3]
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Environ-
mental

Economic

Social

Better 
transport 
system

Brings Environmental Benefits to our cities:
- Substitute gasoline usage and increase Canada’s solar installation capacity by 

0.8 GW (about 60% of the 2014 capacity [1])  

- Has potential to achieve 5 Mt greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction on 
the corridor (Note 1)

- Improve air quality by eliminating various air pollutants

- Land-use optimisation by utilizing the highway as a source of energy generator

Brings Economic Benefits to our cities:
- Increase market sales of electric and autonomous vehicles, as there is a strong 

correlation between the number of public charging stations and electric vehicle 
market share [3]

- Encourage technology advancement in battery design, energy storage system 
and autonomous vehicle design

- More efficient transport and circulation between regions 

SmartWay is transformational because…

Note 1: Estimation based on assuming full electrification and a emission factor of 156 gCO2eq/km for gasoline 
vehicle [2]
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Social

Better 
transport 
system

Environ-
mental

Economic

Brings Social Benefits to our cities:
- Promote electric and autonomous vehicles usage by resolving 

“range anxiety”. Installing fast charging stations (charge an electric 
vehicle up to 80% in 30 minutes) can reduce charging time and the 
network of charging station enables long trips [1]

- Reduce traffic collisions, as a combination of congestion detection 
and road marking system can reduce 60% rear-end collisions [2]

- Create jobs in the transportation and energy sector

Bring Benefits to cities’ Transportation Sector:
- Transportation agency will get full access to highway traffic data through 

V2I technologies and to improve traffic and emission control 
- Improve safety and efficiency of driverless driving by acquiring 

information as road conditions and traffic flow through communicating with 
lane markers traffic signs [3] 

SmartWay is transformational because…



Energy production - On-road Solar Panels:
ü On-road solar panels that include de-icing elements
ü Technology under development with few pilot projects. Examples: Solar Roadways (U.S.) [1]; 

Jinan City solar highway (China)[2]; Watt Way (France) [3]. Operational in next 5 years [1]
ü Main challenges: Ensure on-road security standards, large-scale production

Energy supply - Electric Vehicle Charging Stations:
ü Level 2 and level 3 (fast charger): Mature technologies with 250 places in construction in 

Ontario [4]
ü Implementation will use the Electric Vehicle Charging Ontario (EVCO) network and the 

Ontario Open Data catalogue. EVCO network includes 24 public and private sector partners

Information - Vehicle-To-Infrastructure (V2I) Communications:
ü Technology under development: test beds and pilot deployments. Rapid deployment in the 

next 5 years [5]
ü Main current challenges: radio-frequency spectrum used, technical standards to ensure 

interoperability, data security

Project feasibility construction Operation starts
2020 2025
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Main assumptions:
- 6 lanes, 818 km
- 600 MWh generated per lane per mile
- 18 cents per kWh sold in charging station
- Cost of salt: $1,201/Lane/Mile 

Note:
- At Year 1, everything has been implemented and will last 20 years. 
- Need to renew every: *20 years; **10 years

- Road maintenance: $2,972/Lane/Mile
- Cost of accidents: $5.9 M per fatality, $0.01 M per injury
- Cost of releasing salt in the environment: $1,815/Lane/Mile
- Cost of CO2: $36 per metric ton CO2

Cost Capital cost (million) Yearly maintenance (million)
On-road solar panels [1,2,3] CA$9816* CA$8.38
Charging stations [4,5] CA$5.25* CA$0.53
V2I infrastructure [6,7] CA$2.454** CA$0.09
Subtotal CA$9,823.70 CA$8.99
Revenue source Revenues (million)
Electricity sold [1,8] CA$343.56
Subtotal CA$343.56
General savings Savings (million)
No salt on road [9] CA$3.68
Less accidents [10,11,12] CA$100.00
Road maintenance [3] CA$9.10
Subtotal CA$112.78
Environmental savings Savings (million)
Reduction of CO2 emissions [13] CA$177.57
Reduction of salt usage [9] CA$5.57
Subotal CA$183.14

Cost & Revenue Achieve break event at Year16 
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Vestibulum congue 

Vestibulum congue 

Vestibulum congue 

Vestibulum congue 

Challenges 

High Capital Cost of the 
project 

Mitigation Strategy

Public-private 
partnership 

Stakeholders

Stakeholder 
Motivation 

Monetary 
Needs 
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Monetary and Policy Needs of SmartWay
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Vestibulum congue 

Vestibulum congue 

Vestibulum congue 

Vestibulum congue 

Challenges

1. Public willingness to 
use the infrastructure

2. Provincial/Federal 
public policy 

Stakeholders

1. The public and 
government agencies

2. Provincial and Federal 
governments 

Mitigation Strategy 

1. Educational campaigns
of public and private 
figures endorsement  

2. Early definition of 
right of way and sources 

of electricity/information 
distribution between 

Ontario & Quebec 

Stakeholder 
Motivation 

Policy 
Needs 
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1. The Federal Government 
views green infrastructure as 

means of enhancing
economic, social, and                                                        

environmental welfare [1]
2. Canada’s responsible 
investing  market is $1.5 

trillion in assets with 
experienced growth of 49% 

in the past two
years [2.3]

1. Promoting 
innovative designs that 
puts Canada as an 
infrastructure leader 

2. Defining the roles of 
each province and the 
federal government in 
terms of ownership of 
energy and  traveler's 
data



Secure

Congestions free

Produce energy
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SmartWay is the Rightway!

Transform-
ative




